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THRÚD
Thrúd Thorsdottir! Guess you could call her an Aesir princess, 
but not to her face, if you have any brains. This young lady’s 
all about training to be a Valkyrie, so believe me when I say 
she’ll WHUP ya!





Her mama Sif’s famous for her blonde hair, 
but in this too, Thrúd took after her daddy. 
In some spots more than others.

I wonder if the darker, red streak is 
a style choice to look more like her 
father, or if it’s naturally that way.

Bright, intelligent eyes



Lattice braid doin’ it’s darndest to control 
the uncontrollable

Burnished bronze hair cuff



For example—I see Elven 
cues here

Unique breastplate ornamentation—displays 
traditional Aesir design elements, but also 
incorporates outside influences.

The continuity of style between the armor 
patterns and the tattoo patterns make the 
ensemble feel like an extension of herself, 
with a sleeve of ink.

She must see Elven objects 
of art in her grandfather’s 
collection.

She must have a hand in designing 
aspects of her armor.







Most Aesir are all about their pelts, but this 
here’s the fur of Asgard’s shaggiest cattle. 
Easy enough to harvest in quantity without 
having to kill anything innocent.

Hanging medallions carved from soapstone—
I’m guessing personally etched and painted 
by the little lady herself. She seems all about 
personal expression.

The aversion to cruelty speaks well of her.

What’ll they think of next—

eatin’ vegetables?



Decorative tasset plates to match 
her breastplate ornamentation



More shaggy cattle fur

Looks itchy as shit



Aesir like to have unique weapons. Remember that 
tall-boy Magni used to lug around? This one’s more 
my speed—lightweight, but built to land sharp.

Note exquisite firegilded knotwork



Valkyries need proficiency with multiple weapons, therefore so does Thrúd. The lengthened 
form factor of this mace makes it nearly the opposite of the one Modi wielded.

Spiffy leather dual sheath. Looks like it’s 
seen a lot of use.

Try to imagine growing up with Modi, and that all suddenly tracks.
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